Abstract

The major targeting strategies that were used for the delivery of therapeutics which are explored for many of the reported nanoemulsions suggest the great potential of targeted delivery to revolutionize cancer treatment. Targeted delivery via selective cellular markers can potentially increase the efficacy and reduce the toxicity of therapeutic agents. The effectiveness of a cancer therapeutic device is measured by its ability to reduce and eliminate tumors without damaging healthy tissue. Therefore, a distinct capacity to target tumors is essential in the success of the therapeutic device. An increased site specificity and internalization can improve the efficacy of treatment and decrease the possibility of the serious side effects that cancer patients often experience. The ultimate goal of cancer therapeutics is to increase the survival time and the quality of life of the patient. Nanoemulsions offer major improvements in therapeutics through site specificity, their ability to escape from multi-drug resistance and the efficient delivery of agents to the target site. Stability of nanosystems is difficult because of their large surface area. Additionally, the characteristics of nanosystems must be fully understood to achieve optimum in vivo efficacy. On the other hand, some of these nanomaterials toxicity has not been fully revealed, preclinical and clinical studies are required to reveal and understand toxicity of these materials. Long-term toxicity and stability must be studied before using them in human health care. Behaviours of nanosystems should be investigated in the human body. They may trigger blood coagulation pathways and may cross the physiological barriers such as blood-brain barrier unintentionally. Also, the toxicity parameters of bulk material can be changed by using them in a nanoformulation. Therefore, toxicity parameters must be examined before they generate formulation for all ingredients which are used in nanoscale. Since oils and surfactants are used in nanoemulsion whose safety is already established, these systems can be used more successfully. Nanoemulsions are heterogeneous dispersions of two immiscible liquids (oil-in-water or water-in-oil) having a mean droplet size in the nanometric scale as shown in Figure 1, regardless of method of preparation. The major advantages of nanoemulsions include site specific delivery of drugs, capacity to dissolve large quantities of hydrophobic, ability to protect drugs from degradation with long term stability thus making an ideal drug delivery system. The frequency and dosage of injections can be reduced throughout the therapy as the release pattern of drugs takes place in a sustained and controlled mode over long periods of time [1]. It is reported that an injectable vitamin E based paclitaxel nanoemulsion is found to be better tolerated and more efficacious than taxol in the melanoma tumor model mice. There is an enormous interest to develop active targeted long circulating parenteral nanoemulsions when designed to reach non-RES tissues in the vascular system [2]. It is proved that nanoemulsion may bypass RES mainly the kupffer cells of the liver by modulating the rate of intravenous administration [3]. The concept of saturation of RES to bypass the clearance is supported by either single large doses or repeated administration [4]. Therefore, to improve the circulation time of nanodroplets, either of the two different approaches can be applied.

One is the use of structured lipids as oil core and the second involve surface modification using a coemulsifier with highly hydrophilic chains like polyoxyethylene (POE) and amphiphatic polyethylene glycol (PEG) derivatives. Nanoemulsion using structured lipids are prepared and explored for its potential to prolong the in vivo circulation time [5]. In another study, nanoemulsion for lipophilic drugs is developed for prolonged circulation in the blood in which a coating with sphingomyelin (SM) in the surface of the oil droplets results in avoidance of the RES [6]. Similarly, it is demonstrated further that nanoemulsion containing SM survive in the circulation for a considerably longer period and ultimately delays the removal from rat plasma [7,8]. Since long circulation is an important prerequisite for cancer treatment, it is reported that sterically stabilized nanoemulsions containing HCO60 as an emulsifier prove as effective carriers for highly lipophilic antitumor agents to enhance the drug delivery to tumors since long circulation times enable effective transport to the tumor site through the EPR effect with the resultant endocytosis of the nanoemulsion [9]. Also, the effect of HCOs on the pharmacokinetics of menatetrenone in soybean oil [4].
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Introduction

A major hurdle in cancer diagnosis and therapy is the targeted and efficacious delivery of agents to the tumor site, while avoiding adverse damage resulting from systemic administration. While systemic drug delivery already hinges largely on physicochemical properties of the drug, such as size, diffusivity, and plasma protein binding affinity, tumors possess a dense, heterogeneous vasculature and an outward net convective flow that act as hurdles to efficient drug deposition at the target site. Nanocarrier mediated delivery has emerged as a successful strategy to enhance delivery of therapeutics and imaging agents to tumors, thereby increasing the potential for diagnosis at an earlier stage or for therapeutic success (or both).

Nanosystems like nanoparticles, liposomes, micelles, nanoemulsions, dendrimers and nanocapsules are explored to deliver to the target site. Stability of nanosystems is difficult because of their large surface area. Additionally, the characteristics of nanosystems must be fully understood to achieve optimum in vivo efficacy. On the other hand, some of these nanomaterials toxicity has not been fully revealed, preclinical and clinical studies are required to reveal and understand toxicity of these materials. Long-term toxicity and stability must be studied before using them in human health care. Behaviours of nanosystems should be investigated in the human body. They may trigger blood coagulation pathways and may cross the physiological barriers such as blood-brain barrier unintentionally. Also, the toxicity parameters of bulk material can be changed by using them in a nanoformulation. Therefore, toxicity parameters must be examined before they generate formulation for all ingredients which are used in nanoscale. Since oils and surfactants are used in nanoemulsion whose safety is already established, these systems can be used more successfully. Nanoemulsions are heterogeneous dispersions of two immiscible liquids (oil-in-water or water-in-oil) having a mean droplet size in the nanometric scale as shown in Figure 1, regardless of method of preparation. The major advantages of nanoemulsions include site specific delivery of drugs, capacity to dissolve large quantities of hydrophobics, ability to protect drugs from degradation with long term stability thus making an ideal drug delivery system. The frequency and dosage of injections can be reduced throughout the therapy as the release pattern of drugs takes place in a sustained and controlled mode over long periods of time [1]. It is reported that an injectable vitamin E based paclitaxel nanoemulsion is found to be better tolerated and more efficacious than taxol in the melanoma tumor model mice. There is an enormous interest to develop active targeted long circulating parenteral nanoemulsions when designed to reach non-RES tissues in the vascular system [2]. It is proved that nanoemulsion may bypass RES mainly the kupffer cells of the liver by modulating the rate of intravenous administration [3]. The concept of saturation of RES to bypass the clearance is supported by either single large doses or repeated administration [4]. Therefore, to improve the circulation time of nanodroplets, either of the two different approaches can be applied.

One is the use of structured lipids as oil core and the second involve surface modification using a coemulsifier with highly hydrophilic chains like polyoxyethylene (POE) and amphiphatic polyethylene glycol (PEG) derivatives. Nanoemulsion using structured lipids are prepared and explored for its potential to prolong the in vivo circulation time [5]. In another study, nanoemulsion for lipophilic drugs is developed for prolonged circulation in the blood in which a coating with sphingomyelin (SM) in the surface of the oil droplets results in avoidance of the RES [6]. Similarly, it is demonstrated further that nanoemulsion containing SM survive in the circulation for a considerably longer period and ultimately delays the removal from rat plasma [7,8]. Since long circulation is an important prerequisite for cancer treatment, it is reported that sterically stabilized nanoemulsions containing HCO60 as an emulsifier prove as effective carriers for highly lipophilic antitumor agents to enhance the drug delivery to tumors since long circulation times enable effective transport to the tumor site through the EPR effect with the resultant endocytosis of the nanoemulsion [9]. Also, the effect of HCOs on the pharmacokinetics of menatetrenone in soybean oil (SO) based nanoemulsion in rats demonstrate the prolongation of the plasma circulation time. These studies suggest the involvement of oil
or structured lipids in the enhancement of systemic circulation of the nanoemulsion [10]. Stearic barrier or enhanced hydrophilicity effect exerted by POE chain when added as coemulsifier to the phospholipid-stabilized NE allow passive or active targeting [11,12]. Addition of POE-based surfactants into the otherwise hydrophobic phospholipid-stabilized nanoemulsion is particularly effective against plasma protein adsorption onto nanoemulsion surfaces because of the hydrophilicity and unique solution properties of POE-based surfactants, including minimal interfacial free energy with water, high aqueous solubility, high mobility and large exclusion volume [13]. The modification of nanoemulsion using amphiphatic PEG-containing molecules results in the prolongation of their blood circulation time [14,15]. Similarly, it is reported that addition of PEG-PE to dipalmityl phosphatidylcholine nanoemulsion prolongs clearance rate especially during first 3 h. A further addition of cosurfactant polysorbate 80 or pluronic F-68 results in a markedly extended circulation time (first 6 h). The notable effects of polysorbate 80 and pluronic F-68 can apparently be attributed mainly to the decrease in drop size and hydrophilicity [16]. Therefore, it is evident from the studies that nanoemulsions can be passively or actively targeted especially to the tumor site by prolonging the circulation time. There are numerous nanoemulsion formulations which are patented (Table 1) and anticancer drugs incorporated in nanosystems which are commercially available in the market of which some are listed in Table 2. Thus, the number of patents growing year by year and increasing marketed nanoemulsion formulations explains the scope for commercial viability (Figure 2).

Absence of toxicity either in vivo or in the environment (as a byproduct) is one of the most important features that nanocarriers intended for drug delivery applications should possess. In this sense, lipid-based nanosystems are probably the least toxic for clinical applications. The hydrophobic constituents of lipid-based systems provide a suitable environment for entrapment of hydrophobic drugs, which represent about 40% of newly developed drugs. Lipid based drug delivery systems have been particularly recognized as innovative formulation approaches capable of enhancing lipophilic drug absorption and thus clinical efficacy. Since nanoemulsions are excellent vehicles for solubilization and transport of hydrophobic and/or hydrophilic active compounds with unique physical properties. Hence extensive research has been conducted on the formation, characterization, and potential applications of nanoemulsions in cancer therapy. They are among the first of colloidal systems for cancer that have been either examined, or exploited, as vehicles for the delivery of therapeutic agents. The present review focuses on a comprehensive discussion of the use of nanoemulsions in anti-cancer therapy, reporting the technological aspects of pharmaceutical formulation of these carriers, and exploiting their advantages in targeting to cancers (Figure 3).

**Need for Nanoemulsion Based Targeted Drug Delivery Systems for Cancer**

According to estimates from the International Agency for Research on Cancer (IARC), by 2030, cancer is expected to grow up to 21.4 million new cancer cases and 13.2 million cancer deaths [17]. This change dramatically increases the total number of cancers diagnosed each year, with a 67 percent increase in cancer incidence anticipated for the segment of the population aged 65 or over [18-20]. So, among the different available nanocarriers such as different nanoparticles, liposomes, niosomes, micelles, lipoproteins and different nanooassemblies [21], that have the potential to deliver to tumor tissue,

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Nanoemulsion</th>
<th>Company</th>
<th>Patent number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fluid non-ionic amphiphilic lipids and use in cosmetics or in dermatopharmaceuticals</td>
<td>L’Oreal (Paris, FR)</td>
<td>US Patent number: 5,753,241</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sugar fatty ethers and its uses in the cosmetics, dermatological and ophthalmological fields</td>
<td>L’Oreal (Paris, FR)</td>
<td>US Patent number: 6,689,371</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Method of preventing and treating microbial infections</td>
<td>NanoBio Corporation US</td>
<td>Patent Number: 6,506,803</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5-aminolevulinic acid</td>
<td>ASATAG Applied Science and Technology (Zug, CH)</td>
<td>PCT/EP99/08711</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 1:** Patents on nanoemulsion formulations.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Drug/Bioactive</th>
<th>Brand name</th>
<th>Manufacturer</th>
<th>Indication</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Palmitate alprostadil</td>
<td>Lip</td>
<td>Mitsubishi pharmaceutical, Japan</td>
<td>Vasodilator, platelet inhibitor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dexamethasone</td>
<td>Limethason</td>
<td>Mitsubishi pharmaceutical, Japan</td>
<td>Steroid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Propofol</td>
<td>Diprivan</td>
<td>Astra Zeneca</td>
<td>Anaesthetic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flurbiprofenaxttil</td>
<td>Ropion</td>
<td>Kaken pharmaceutical, Japan</td>
<td>NSAID</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vitamins A,D,E and K</td>
<td>Vitalipid</td>
<td>Fresenius Kabi, Europe</td>
<td>Parenteral nutrition</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 2:** Commercial nanoemulsion formulations.
oil-in-water (o/w) type nanosized emulsion (NE) is ideal to resolve these challenges owing to its self-assembled nature that is intrinsically responsive to its immediate environment and the versatility of the components which can be combined to result in structures with multiple responsive functionalities. The effectiveness of passive tumor-specific drug delivery can be achieved on the basis of the morphological and physiological differences between cancer and normal cells. For example, the leaky vasculature of cancer cells (EPR effect) allows molecules and nanoeumulsions to easily enter the extravascular spaces while the undeveloped lymphatic drainage in cancer cells does not allow them to leave the tumor. Another approach for effective tumor-specific drug delivery is to actively target overexpressed receptors as molecular targets. Since rapidly growing tumors need various nutrients and vitamins in large quantities compared to normal cells, tumor cells overexpress many tumor-specific receptors, which can be used as targets to deliver cytotoxic agents into tumors. Overexpressed tumor-specific receptors, which can be used as targets to deliver cytotoxic agents to the tumor site through receptor-mediated endocytosis. The conventional chemotherapy uses cytotoxic agents that are expected to act on rapidly proliferating cancer cells and eventually kill them, but because of nonspecificity leads to systemic toxicity and undesirable severe side effects. Hence, researchers made efforts to develop tumor targeting drug delivery systems, the concept originated from Magic bullet idea for targeting [22], which can selectively transport cytotoxic agents to the tumor site thereby limiting harm to the healthy tissues. In recent years, considerable effort has been directed towards developing nanoeumulsions as vaccine carriers in tumors. Some of these have recently been described for the mucosal route vaccination against infectious diseases, such as hepatitis B [23], HIV [24], and influenza [25]. Nanoeumulsions offer the versatility of delivering macromolecules, like antigenic proteins and peptides, either locally or systemically, resulting in potent humoral and cellular antigen-specific immune responses to tumor. A special type of immune cell called a T cell was the pivotal sentinel in the immune system's response against cancer. This elaboration led to the coinage of the term "immune surveillance or immunosurveillance" to describe the concept whereby the immune system is on perpetual alert against transformed cells. The theory of immunosurveillance remained controversial with the concept IFN-gamma and lymphocytes prevent primary tumor development and shape tumor immunogenicity. Utilizing genetically engineered mice that lacked a functional immune system, the authors showed that lymphocytes and the immune stimulator, IFN-gamma, cooperate to inhibit the development of both spontaneous and carcinogen-induced tumors. So, even tumors that have escaped recognition can be turned into targets for an immune response. In terms of vaccine delivery,
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nanoemulsions possess several advantages, including long circulatory times and increased cellular uptake by APCs. The PEGylated LBT–OA–nanoemulsion shows significantly higher concentration of LBT in the lung tumor tissue when compared to free LBT and also exhibits higher growth inhibitory effect and longer survival time than free LBT in both heterotopic and lung metastatic tumor models. In another study, nanoemulsions produced and characterized using hyperpolarized 129Xe combined with CEST detection are detected at concentrations as low as 100 fM, corresponding to <1 μL of perfluorocarbon per liter of solution. The straightforward, inexpensive production of these agents will facilitate future development toward molecular imaging and chemical sensing applications in tumor diagnosis. Recently, a vaccine that aims to co-deliver immunostimulatory CpG and gastric-cancer-specific antigen, MG7 is developed [26-28]. It is observed that mice immunized with MG7 and CpG co-encapsulated in these nanoemulsions prepared with soya bean oil using magnetic ultra sound method show significant inhibition of tumor growth after challenge with MG7-expressing carcinoma cells. On similar lines, melanoma-targeted nanoemulsion vaccines are prepared by encapsulating heat shock protein 70 and staphylococcal enterotoxins A [29-32] which are proposed to augment induction of tumor-specific immunity. In mice studies, this group also demonstrated that delivery of MAGE-1/HSP70/SEA encapsulated within a nanoemulsion significantly enhanced tumor-specific responses and protection, as compared to non-encapsulated delivery. Tumor cells express antigens that can be recognized by the host's immune system. These tumor specific antigens (TSA) can generate tumor specific cytotoxic T lymphocyte (CTL) and damage tumor cell. Today, tumor vaccine has played an important role in prevention and therapy of tumor and has been regarded as the most attractive method. The melanoma antigen (MAGE-1) was the first reported tumor specific antigen, which can induce specific CTL and show potency in tumor immunotherapy. As molecular chaperone, HSP participates in processing and presentation of tumor antigen and play an important role in eliciting antitumor immunity. MAGE-1 and HSP70 fusion protein can efficiently elicit MAGE-1-specific antitumor immunity and enhance the potency of MAGE-1 protein vaccine. However, protein vaccine still has some serious limitations. First, the activation of antigen-specific CTL responses requires the delivery of signals from CD8+ cells, monocytes and granulocytes recruited at the site of vaccination. Such signals may not be provided by antigen proteins alone. Second, proteins are unstable, high molecular weight, and hydrophilic, complicated in structure, larger in size, they are harder to deliver by conventional ways as compared to classical molecules. The main barriers to successful delivery of protein are enzymatic barriers and absorption barriers imposed by gastrointestinal tract. So it is important to change the formulation of proteins to maximize physical and chemical stability, prolong biological half-life, increase absorption and minimize metabolism. MAGE-1–HSP70 fusion protein and Staphylococcal enterotoxin (superantigen SEA) are mixed in a suitable ratio as complex protein vaccine. Then, this vaccine is captured in nanoemulsion which is a kind of protein in drug carrier and the efficiency of this system can be tested in two different ways.

A. The first efficiency is generally investigated by evaluating their humoral and cellular antitumor immunity and therapeutic effects against established tumor expressing MAGE-1. The nanoemulsion is cocultured with Murine tumor cells (humoral response) in-vitro and macrophages in-vivo (cellular response). The uptake of Nanoemulsion by DCs and M are detected by confocal microscopy.

B. The second efficiency is generally investigated by evaluating the therapeutic effects against established tumor expressing MAGE-1. The therapeutic effect is evaluated as follows. The mice with B16-MAGE1 melanoma is immunized using nanoemulsion containing MAGE-1-HSP70/SEA and then the spleen lymphocytes are isolated. The presence of MAGE-1 specific T lymphocytes are then identified by ELISpot assay. The anti-tumor immunity is detected by Enzyme-linked immunospot assay (ELISpot) and cytotoxicity assays. ELISpot and Cytotoxicity assays show the immunization using NE complex vaccine enchanted the frequency of splenocytes secreting Y-IFN significantly. Cytotoxicity assays show the MAGE1 B16 Lysis of CTLs from mice immunized with NE complex vaccine. The tumor masses formed in the mice immunized with NE complex vaccines will be markedly smaller than those immunized with free complex vaccines. The mice planted tumor of B16-MAGE-1 will have significantly longer survival times, after therapy with NE complex vaccine.

Currently, pre-clinical and phase I trials with nanoemulsion vaccine formulations have only targeted hepatitis B [23] and seasonal influenza. Promising tumor protection data from animal studies demonstrate safety and stability of nanoemulsion formulations which provide a platform to perform clinical trials in cancer patients. From these studies, it is clear that nanoemulsions can incorporate small molecules to macromolecules to deliver to the tumor site and few examples are shown in Table 3.

### The Challenges of Multidrug Resistance

The molecular basis of cancer drug resistance is complex and correlated to elevated levels of enzymes that can neutralize chemotherapeutic drugs. More often, it is due to the over expression of MDR transporters that actively pump chemotherapeutic drugs out of the cell and reduce the intracellular drug doses below lethal threshold levels. Because not all cancer cells express the MDR transporters, chemotherapy will kill only drug-sensitive cells that do not or only mildly express MDR transporters, while leaving behind a small population of drug resistant cells that highly express MDR transporters. With tumour recurrence, chemotherapy may fail because residual drug-resistant cells dominate the tumour population [33]. There are various MDR transporters among which the most widely investigated proteins are P-glycoprotein (MRD1 or ABCB1), the multidrug resistance associated proteins (MRPs), of which the most studied is the MRP1 or ABCC and the breast cancer resistance protein (ABCG2) [34]. These proteins have different structures, but they share a similar function of expelling chemotherapy drugs from the cells. Several studies have demonstrated the possibility of using nanocarriers to bypass the MDR transporters. Combination treatments with targeted nanocarriers for selective delivery of drugs and MDR pump inhibitors will likely address some of the problems posed by resistant tumours. Heterogeneity and mutations among cancer cells help develop certain mechanisms, responsible for eluding chemotherapy.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Drug</th>
<th>Formulation</th>
<th>Outcome</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Benzyl isothiocyanate</td>
<td>Flax seeds oil based nanoemulsion</td>
<td><em>In-vitro</em> cytotoxicity against A549 and SKOV-3 cell lines.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Curcumin</td>
<td>Lechitin based microemulsion</td>
<td><em>In-vitro</em> cytotoxicity against OSCC-4 and OSCC-25 cell lines.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Melphalan</td>
<td>Capmul MCM based nanoemulsion</td>
<td>2-fold higher distribution in ovaries.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Methotrexate</td>
<td>Soyabean oil based microemulsion</td>
<td><em>In-vitro</em> cytotoxicity against MCF-7 cell lines.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paclitaxel</td>
<td>Drug loaded nanoemulsion co-administered with curcumin</td>
<td>3.2-fold increase in tumor uptake.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 3:** Anticancer agents benefited by nanoemulsions.
which improve their survival odds. The cellular factors responsible for subtherapeutic drug concentration in the tumor cell (Figure 4) are attributed to decreased drug influx, increased drug efflux, increased drug metabolism, increased DNA repair, lack of apoptotic machinery and increased antiapoptotic machineries. From Table 4 it is evident that many of the anticancer drugs are potential substrates for transporters which require nanocarriers like nanoemulsions to overcome resistance and deliver the drug to the target site.

Development of multidrug resistance (MDR) against a variety of conventional and novel chemotherapeutic agents is a significant challenge in effective cancer therapy. Over several years, focus is made on a multimodal therapeutic strategy to overcome tumor MDR by enhancing the delivery efficiency to the tumor mass and lowering the apoptotic threshold by modulation of the intracellular signaling mechanisms. Combination PTX and CUR therapy, when administered in the nanoemulsion formulations, is very effective in enhancing the cytotoxicity in wild-type SKOV3 and drug resistant SKOV3TR human ovarian adenocarcinoma cells by promoting the apoptotic response which is useful in the clinical management of refractory diseases, especially in ovarian cancer [35].

**Efficiency of the Drug Delivery System (Nanoemulsion)**

Among the nano drug delivery carriers being aggressively explored for treatment of brain cancer, nanoemulsions are among the more recent ones. Specific features of these systems present them as attractive drug delivery systems with good potential for delivery to the brain.

The small size of the oil droplets generally <100 nm, imparts inherent stealth features. The design of functional and multifunctional nanoemulsion could, through synergistic effects of different components, enable enhanced transport of drug across the BBB. Many anti-cancer drugs are highly hydrophobic and these are readily incorporated in nanoemulsions. They are versatile nanocarriers and can permit loading of both hydrophobic and hydrophilic drugs. A combination of anti-cancer drugs may also be readily incorporated. Furthermore, they can be tailored to incorporate functional and multifunctional features to maximise brain uptake. Nanoemulsions may also be suitable alternatives in cancer chemotherapy as vehicles for prolonging the drug release after intramuscular and intratumoural injection (w/o systems) and as a means of enhancing the transport of chemotherapeutics via the lymphatic system. Positively charged nanoemulsion systems are expected to interact with negatively charged cell surfaces more efficiently, and this aspect of the positively charged nanoemulsions has been explored for the possibility of oligonucleotide delivery to cancer cells.

**Tumor Targeting Moieties**

Tumor targeting conjugates bearing cytotoxic agents can be classified into several groups based on the type of cancer recognition moieties. The targeting moieties are important to the mechanism of cellular uptake.

**Monoclonal Antibodies**

The use of monoclonal antibodies (MAbs) with specific affinity towards tumor associated antigens is an efficient immunological approach in clinical diagnosis and cancer therapy [36,37]. Although the pharmaceutical industry focuses its efforts to improve the treatment efficiency in oncology with humanized or fully human MAbs, clinical success is not guaranteed. It is now clear that the therapeutic activity of many, if not most of the anticancer MAbs is considerably enhanced following combination with chemotherapy [38,39]. One approach to improve MAbs therapeutic activity is to conjugate MAbs to chemotherapeutic drugs [40,41]. However, the main weakness of these drug–MAb conjugates is their insufficient therapeutic effect due to the coupling of one or a few molecules of drug per antibody molecule. Currently there is only one drug–MAb conjugated approved product (Mylotarg®, Wyeth Philadelphia, PA), a humanized IgG4 anti CD-33 MAb linked to calicheamicin for the treatment of acute myeloid leukemia. MAB and MAB–conjugate treatments are considered to be highly significant but they have not yet reached their full potential. Another promising strategy for improving cancer therapy is the conjugation of MAbs to drug loaded nanoemulsions wherein MAbs are the targeting moieties. High payloads of cytotoxic drugs can be delivered to the site of action by coupling at least 20 antibody molecules on the surface of each droplet, resulting in an increase binding affinity for the targeted antigens. It is also possible to conjugate more than one antibody to droplet for the purpose of enhancing the immunological
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Table 4: Transports and substrates (anticancer agents).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Transporters</th>
<th>Substrates</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ABCB1 (MRP1, P-gp)</td>
<td>Doxorubicin, daunorubicin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ABCB4</td>
<td>Paclitaxel, vinblastine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ABCB1 (MRP1)</td>
<td>Doxorubicin, etoposide, vincristine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ABCB2</td>
<td>Doxorubicin, cisplatin, vincristine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ABCB3</td>
<td>Etoposide, methotrexate, doxorubicin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ABCB2</td>
<td>Doxorubicin, daunorubicin, mitoxantrone</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

and therapeutic activity as reflected by the coupling of a targeting MAb and a therapeutic MAb to the same carrier. Over the past few years different immunoemulsions [42-44] have been extensively investigated. In a study, cationic nanoemulsion-AMB88K conjugate using maleimide as a linker is developed to target tumors over-expressing H-ferritin. The coupling of AMB88K Fab fragment to cationic emulsion increase the cell uptake by 50% as compared to non-conjugated cationic emulsion. The structure of the droplet with the fragment is shown in Figure 5 [45].

Similarly, long-circulating submicron lipid emulsions, stabilized with polyelectrolytes [46], are conjugated with anti-B-cell lymphoma monoclonal antibody LL2 by the use of a novel poly (ethylene glycol)-based heterobifunctional coupling agent. Direct cellular ELISA reveals binding of emulsion-LL2 complexes to three types of Burkitt’s lymphoma cell lines, Raji, Ramos and Daudi which prove to be a useful specific delivery of anticancer drugs to B-cell malignancy [43]. Monoclonal antibody 34A, which specifically binds to a surface glycoprotein (thrombomodulin) of the pulmonary endothelial cell surface in mice, is conjugated to the surface of castor oil nanoemulsion coupled to distearoylphosphatidylethanolamine. Kinetic studies show that emulsion targeting to the lungs is very rapid. Five minutes after tail vein injection, the total amount of emulsion found in the lung is highest among the time points examined, indicating the completion of lung binding [46]. In a recent finding, an anti-CD74 antibody (Ab), LL1, is covalently attached to the surface of sterically stabilized nanoemulsion by PEG-based heterobifunctional coupling agent. In vitro 3-(4,5-dimethylthiazol-2-yl)-2,5-diphenyltetrazolium bromide (MTT) cytotoxicity tests against nonneoplastic B-cells has IC50 values of 0.45, for the prodrg FUDR-dO in LL1-emulsions. In the light of the extensive and specific delivery of LL1–lipid drug-carriers to B-cells and the selective cytotoxicity of the incorporated drug, nanoemulsions are found to be more effective on the elimination of circulating malignant B-cells in vivo [47]. From these studies it is very much evident about the usage of monoclonal antibodies to target tumor.

Peptides as Tumor Targeting Moieties

Peptide based targeting is an attractive approach in tumor specific drug delivery because high affinity sequences can be discovered through screening of combinatorial libraries. During the past decade, peptide receptors are successfully used for in vivo targeting in human cancers. Peptides and their truncated analogs, possessing appropriate recognition properties, serve as tumor targeting molecules in combination with cytotoxic agents. The use of nonradiolabeled, noncytotoxic peptide analogs for long-term antiproliferative treatment of tumors appears promising for only a few tumor types, whereas the symptomatic treatment of neuroendocrine tumors by somatostatin analogs is clearly successful [44]. Since their action is mediated through specific membrane bound receptors and their interaction for TCR-Induced T Cell activation for tumors is exhaustively studied [48], Long-term treatment with adequate peptide analogs may be able to reduce or stop tumor growth. A study demonstrates significant tumor growth inhibition or even to stop the growth by use of specific, nonradioactive and noncytotoxic peptide analogs [49,50]. The low density lipoprotein (LDL) receptor which is upregulated in GBM (glioblastoma multiforme) tumor cells can be a potential molecular target for the delivery of therapeutic agents. Efficient cell killing is observed with nano-LDL which contains paclitaxel oleate constructed by combining a synthetic peptide and the LDL receptor (LDLr) binding domain of apolipoprotein B-100 with a lipid emulsion [51]. In another study, after single-dose subcutaneous injection in mice, it is found that the RAH peptide formulated with RAH/PEL/CpG nanoemulsion as shown in Figure 6, results in increased numbers of IFN-γ-secreting cells and RAH-specific CD8+ T cells and an enhanced cytotoxic T cell response and induces complete tumor regression. These results demonstrate that peptide antigen formulated with nanoemulsions is effective for cancer immunotherapy [52].

Folate as Tumor Targeting Ligand

Folic acid has a very long history in cancer chemotherapy. It appears very popular in prodrug design because it is a small molecule and readily available, besides the fact that the distribution of the folic acid (Figure 7) receptors in tumors is well described. Folic acid is ideally suited for the design of tumor-targeting macromolecules and nanoemulsions [52]. Folic acid, a low molecular weight vitamin compound, shows a great deal of promise as a tumor-targeting agent. Folic acid shows high affinity for folic acid receptor (FR), one of the well recognized tumor biomarkers. It is a glycosylphosphatidylinositol-linked protein that captures its ligands and transports them into the cell through a non-destructive endosomal pathway [53]. Folate receptors are highly expressed on the surface of epithelial, ovarian, cervical, breast, lung, kidney, colorectal, and brain tumors. Sarcomas, lymphomas, and cancers of the pancreas, testicles, bladder, prostate, and liver often do not show elevated levels of folic receptors. When expressed in normal tissue, folic receptors are restricted to the lungs, kidneys, placenta, and choroid plexus. In these tissues, the receptors are limited to the apical surface of polarized epithelia. The folic acid receptor appears to be a promising target for cancer imaging and treatment. Folate receptors are highly overexpressed on the surface of many tumor types. This expression can be exploited to target therapeutic compounds directly to cancerous tissues using many avenues. The successful use of folate conjugates indicates that receptor targeted nanoparticle treatments are a likely candidate for managing cancer. FR expression is up-regulated in more than 90% of ovarian carcinomas. This is also found at high to moderate levels in kidney, brain, lung, and breast carcinomas while at very low levels in most of the normal tissues [54]. Folate ligands are widely used for targeting because they are inexpensive, nontoxic, nonimmunogenic, easy to conjugate to carriers, retain high binding affinity and are stable in storage and in circulation [55]. The folate receptor density also appears to increase as the stage of the cancer worsens [56]. A wide variety of molecules and drug carriers, including imaging agents, chemotherapeutic agents, oligonucleotides, proteins, haptenes, liposomes, nanoparticles and gene transfer vectors have been conjugated to folate and evaluated for FR-targeted delivery. Substantial targeting efficacy has been found both in vitro and in vivo. FR-A is a useful marker for cancer while FR-B is a marker for myeloid leukemia and chronic inflammatory diseases. FR-targeted agents have shown promising efficacy in preclinical models and significant potential for future clinical application in a wide range of diseases [57]. It is reported that folate PFC/rhodamine nanoemulsion has a great potential to serve as a useful targeting of FR positive tumor. The phospholipid-anchored folate nanoemulsion is developed to improve the ability to target folate receptor expressing tumors. These nanoprobes successfully deliver to FR-positive tumor xenograft models and show significantly enhanced signal intensities of 19F-MRI and fluorescence imaging in
FR-α, FR-β and FR-γ are the subtypes of folate receptors. Among these three subtypes, FR-α and FR-β are membrane bound GPI-anchored proteins while the FR-γ lacks an efficient signal for GPI modification. FR-α binds the physiologic (6S) diastereoisomer of 5-mTHF and 5-formyl THF greater than folic acid but FR-β binds these folates more than 50-fold low affinity. In contrast, FRβ binds (6R) forms up to 12 times more tightly than (6S) forms. All FR isoforms can bind folic acid but with varying affinities. FR-α binds the physiologic (6S) diastereoisomer of 5-mTHF and 5-formyl THF greater than folic acid but FR-β binds these folates more than 50-fold low affinity. In contrast, FRβ binds (6R) forms up to 12 times more tightly than (6S) forms. All FR isoforms can bind folic acid but with varying affinities. FR-α binds the physiologic (6S) diastereoisomer of 5-mTHF and 5-formyl THF greater than folic acid but FR-β binds these folates more than 50-fold low affinity. In contrast, FRβ binds (6R) forms up to 12 times more tightly than (6S) forms. Also tissue specificity dictates functional differences within these isoforms. FOLR2 is predominantly expressed in normal hematopoietic and in placental cells, yet only FOLR2 expressed in placenta binds folate.

**Folate Targeting to Breast Cancer**

It is estimated that 2.9 million live with a history of invasive breast cancer. Efforts are made in areas like Targeting to folate receptors for improved therapy for breast cancer. A study undertook an immunohistochemical evaluation of α-FR expression in breast cancer samples, using a newly described monoclonal antibody, 26B3 and report that in metastatic breast cancer, α-FR shows to be expressed in 86% of patients bearing Tumor necrotic breast cancer. In a study, Fish oil based nanoemulsions rich in omega-3 PUFA show rapid uptake of the DOX stearate and the cellular uptake of the breast and distribution studies reveal that nanoemulsions are internalized by the cells. The cytotoxicity results demonstrate that nanoemulsions have lower IC50 value as compared to free drug in solution. A report states that intralesional injection of a lipid nanoemulsion shows higher drug targeting in neoadjuvant chemotherapy in breast cancer treatment. It shows greatest uptake by the tumor as well as the greatest concentration in tumor compared to normal tissue. It can be understood that nanoemulsions can be very well targeted to the breast tumor which is rich in folate receptors (Figure 8).
Folate Targeting to Ovarian Cancer

Ovarian cancer is a commonly diagnosed and particularly deadly gynecologic malignancy worldwide (Figure 9). It ranks among the top ten diagnosed cancers and top five deadliest cancers in most countries [64]. Several strategies have been employed to target ovarian cancer. A research report explains that α-FR has a potential as a target for immunotherapeutic approaches in ovarian cancer. α-FR is a tumor-associated antigen that induces detectable immune responses in 70% of patients with ovarian cancer [65]. EC145 is a drug that is specifically designed to enter cancer Race cells via the folate vitamin receptor (FR). Early clinical evidence in a small number of phase I patients suggest that EC145 has antitumor effect in women with advanced ovarian cancer [66]. The presence of endogenous immune reactivity raises the possibility that the immune response could be further enhanced by vaccines targeting the α-FR [67]. Evaluation of the expression pattern and intracellular localization of α-FR protein in human ovarian carcinoma compared with non-neoplastic ovarian tissue is analyzed in specimens of 104 human ovarian carcinomas and 30 non-neoplastic ovaries using immunohistochemistry (IHC). In 97% of the ovarian carcinomas, clear α-FR protein expression is detected (14% weak, 39% moderate, 44% strong). In the non-neoplastic ovaries, no (37%) or only weak (63%) expression is observed (p<0.0001). The tumor cells are characterized by a diffuse and homogeneous staining pattern. In tumor and non-tumor tissue, α-FR protein is detected predominantly in the cellular cytoplasm. In 41% of the ovarian carcinomas, cytoplasmic expression is localized towards the outer borders of the invasive tumor cells and 30% exhibit additional nuclear α-FR protein expression. Compared with nonneoplastic ovaries, α-FR protein is over expressed in human ovarian carcinoma tissue [17].

Folate Targeting to Prostate Cancer

Prostate specific membrane antigen (PSMA) is one of the most studied targets for prostate cancer treatment. PSMA, a class II transmembrane glycoprotein, is known to be over expressed by cancerous prostate tissue. PC-93 AD primary prostate cancer, 22Rv1 Derived from CWR22R are androgen-dependent prostate cancer xenograft lines (Figure 10). The Androgen Receptor (AR) is expressed in both androgen-dependent and -independent prostate cancers. Therefore, ARs might play an important role in the progression of androgen independence in prostate cancer. Most patients with
metastatic prostate cancer initially respond to androgen ablation therapy. However, the cancer often recurs as an androgen-independent tumor that is difficult to treat. Thus, the progression from androgen-dependence to androgen independence is a critical step in the development of prostate cancer, yet the molecular mechanism is poorly understood. Loss of androgen sensitivity is generally considered to have four causes: selection of cancer clones; adaptation of cells to an environment without androgen; an alternative pathway of signal transduction; and involvement of ARs. Targeting prostate cancer tissue through PSMA involves folate ligands. PSMA is known to bind folate and can consequently be targeted by folate-modified drug carriers [68]. In a study [69], the cytotoxicity studies of curcumin solution and curcumin-loaded nanoemulsion with Soybean oil, hydrogenated 1-α-phosphatidylcholine on B16F10 and leukemic cell lines show IC50 values ranging from 3.5 to 30.1 and 22.2 to 53.7 μM, respectively. These results demonstrate the successful incorporation of curcumin into
lipid nanoemulsion with high cytotoxicity on prostate cancer cell lines (Figure 11). Therefore, from the studies it is evident that nanoemulsions are promising carriers to target to prostate cancers.

**Nanoemulsions for Oligonucleotide Delivery to Tumor Cells**

Antisense oligonucleotides are tested widely in the past few years for the treatment of cancer [70-73]. However, poor stability mainly in biological fluids [74-76] and low intracellular penetration of these oligonucleotides (ODN) have limited their therapeutic use. Chemical modifications of the oligonucleotide phosphodiester backbones into phosphorothioate partially enhance the chemical stability to enzymatic modifications of the oligonucleotide phosphodiester backbones into oligonucleotides (ODN) have limited their therapeutic use. Chemical modifications of the oligonucleotide phosphodiester backbones into phosphorothioate partially enhance the chemical stability to enzymatic degradation [77,78] but do not improve the intracellular penetration. Furthermore, drug delivery systems based on liposomes still suffer from inherent limitations that restrict their potential due to stability issues. These limitations include instability and short shelf life, low drug-loading capacity, sensitivity to sterilization and expensive large-scale manufacturing process.

It can be hypothesized that an association of ODN molecules with cationic oil nanodroplets will reduce significantly the polyanionic character of the ODN molecules (Figure 12). Novel formulations of cationic nanoemulsions based on three different lipids are developed to strengthen the attraction of the polyanionic oligonucleotide (ODN) macromolecules to the cationic moieties on the oil nanodroplets. DOTAP cationic lipid nanoemulsion is capable of retaining ODN despite the high dilution. Less than 10% of the ODN is exchanged in contrast to 40–50% with the other cationic nanoemulsions. The in-vitro release kinetic behavior of ODN exchange with physiological anions present in the STS appears to be complex and difficult to characterize using mathematical fitting model equations. Further pharmacokinetic studies are needed to verify our kinetic assumptions and confirm the in-vitro ODN release profile from DOTAP cationic nanoemulsions [79]. Recently, findings between structure of lipid-DNA complexes and their biological activity is gaining more interest [80-82]. One major drawback associated with in vivo lipid mediated gene delivery is relatively low transfection efficiency due to poor stability of the complex upon contact with serum [83,84]. Strong electrostatic interactions between positively charged lipid-DNA complexes and negatively charged proteins in the blood are responsible for the rapid aggregation of lipid-DNA complexes upon contact with serum. One way to overcome the problem of serum instability and to prolong their circulation time in the blood is to protect their surface by adding PE-PEG. When 9 or 10% (w/w) PE-PEG is added to the lipidic formulation, the plasma clearance as well as the liver uptake is considerably decreased. The addition of PE-PEG helps to prolong the circulation of the emulsion in the blood by shielding the positive surface charge and by providing a more hydrophilic surface [85]. However, these improvements are still not enough to obtain a DNA/emulsion delivery system that remains circulating for an extended period of time [86].

**Cytotoxicity of Nanoemulsions**

Current research is also focused on understanding and taking advantage of the features of tumor microenvironment such as pH and temperature changes. Systemic chemotherapy has been the most successful mode of cancer therapy for a long time. However, infusing therapeutic doses of cytotoxic drugs into the blood stream and achieving the desired concentration in the tumor without producing toxic effects in the healthy body tissues has been the biggest challenge in cancer chemotherapy. Similarly, gene delivery systems encountered the problem of insufficient uptake, cytotoxicity, and undesirable immunogenic side effects due to the lack of safe tissue or cell specific vectors. This problem is being largely addressed by the advent of numerous surface-modified nano-sized drug delivery systems that can escape the reticulo-endothelial system and reach the target tissue with the aid of various target-specific ligands upon systemic administration. Developing nanocarriers that employ various beneficial properties require the assembly of a number of chemical moieties on a single nanosystem. One of the challenges in the formulation of such nanosystems is cytotoxicity. Fang et al. [87] developed acoustically active nanoemulsions for camptothecin to test the efficiency of its cytotoxicity towards cancer cells. The nanoemulsions were prepared using liquid perfluorocarbons and coconut oil as oil cores of the inner nanosystems. The in-vitro ODN release profile from DOTAP cationic lipid nanoemulsion is capable of retaining ODN despite the high dilution. Less than 10% of the ODN is exchanged in contrast to 40–50% with the other cationic nanoemulsions. The in-vitro release kinetic behavior of ODN exchange with physiological anions present in the STS appears to be complex and difficult to characterize using mathematical fitting model equations. Further pharmacokinetic studies are needed to verify our kinetic assumptions and confirm the in-vitro ODN release profile from DOTAP cationic nanoemulsions [79]. Recently, findings between structure of lipid-DNA complexes and their biological activity is gaining more interest [80-82]. One major drawback associated with in vivo lipid mediated gene delivery is relatively low transfection efficiency due to poor stability of the complex upon contact with serum [83,84]. Strong electrostatic interactions between positively charged lipid-DNA complexes and negatively charged proteins in the blood are responsible for the rapid aggregation of lipid-DNA complexes upon contact with serum. One way to overcome the problem of serum instability and to prolong their circulation time in the blood is to protect their surface by adding PE-PEG. When 9 or 10% (w/w) PE-PEG is added to the lipidic formulation, the plasma clearance as well as the liver uptake is considerably decreased. The addition of PE-PEG helps to prolong the circulation of the emulsion in the blood by shielding the positive surface charge and by providing a more hydrophilic surface [85]. However, these improvements are still not enough to obtain a DNA/emulsion delivery system that remains circulating for an extended period of time [86].
When multifunctional nanoemulsions formulated, these drug delivery systems could enable controlled and targeted release of drugs or therapeutic molecules at the site of action. Such multifaceted, versatile nanocarriers and drug delivery systems promise a substantial increase in the efficacy of therapeutic applications in pharmaceutical sciences and thus the adverse effects can further be reduced.

Conclusion

Nanoemulsions are being explored for cancer prevention, detection, and treatment. Methods are being proposed and tested that could make diagnosis and treatment of cancer non-invasive which can be targeted directly to tumors. The current drug technologies are modulated that can result in reduced toxicity, and in some cases, a 10-fold higher efficacy than when the drug is administered without targeting. The ability to target only cancer cells may prove to eliminate adverse effects of treatment such as damage to the immune system and the loss of quick replicating cells. The folate receptor appears to be a promising target for cancer imaging and treatment. Folate receptors are highly over expressed on the surface of many tumor types. This expression can be exploited to target therapeutic compounds directly to cancerous tissues using many avenues. While these studies prove to be promising, the use of folate directed cancer treatments in human subjects still needs further development and testing. The correct dosages and potential long-term effects of drug delivery for the treatment of cancer need to be still explored.

Future Directions

Novel drug delivery systems can enhance important characteristics of drugs such as bioavailability and drug solubility. Pharmacokinetic and pharmacodynamic properties of drug molecules can be improved by nanotechnology. In spite of all the possible advantages of nanosystems, they have some practical problems to overcome. Nanosystems have the potential to become one of the main human health care products in the future; therefore, the pharmaceutical nanotechnology area needs more studies so that we can completely understand their characteristics. Since the last couple of decades technology transfer has been playing an important role for the success of any new technology. In this regard, within a short span of time, nanoemulsion based delivery has moved from academic to industrial research. Recent advances in this field have led to creation of a wide variety of nanoemulsion formulations which are useful in delivering therapeutic agents via desired routes of administration, reducing the toxicity and increasing the therapeutic competence. As reviewed above, nanoemulsions are playing a very important role in cancer therapy. Till date, these nanoemulsions were investigated in terms of their ability to deliver anticancer drugs with respect to their physicochemical properties, drug loading and entrapment efficiency, and in vitro and in vivo efficacy and toxicity in animal models. But still more important issues, such as the role of these carriers in siRNA therapy, stability and other safety issues, need to be addressed before seeing them in the market. Nanotechnology is a fast-expanding area of science. This area of research is anticipated to lead to the development of novel, sophisticated, multifunctional applications which can recognize cancer cells, deliver drugs to target tissue, aid in reporting outcome of therapy, provide real-time assessment of therapeutic and surgical efficacy, and most importantly, monitor intracellular changes to help prevent precancerous cells from becoming malignant. On-going efforts by scientists, researchers, and medical personnel can sincerely ensure to “do big things using the very small”.
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